
Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Attn: Ms Mary Bender
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 171109408

Dear Ms Bender:

I am writing to you because I am concerned with the proposed amendments to the Pennsylvania Dog Law
Regulations issued on December 16,2006. I believe that proper regulation of kennels is necessary but I
question the extent to which these laws go.

As a pet owner who uses boarding kennels I question the effects of this law on the current boarding
kennels. How many kennels currently in business meet the requirements as listed? Would these new laws
force the closure of smaller boarding facilities and a dramatic increase in the price of boarding my pets as
other facilities spend a lot of money to meet the new building specifications? Would it also make it more
difficult to find a boarding kennel if these new regulations force existing kennels to close?

Section 21.23 imposes extreme requirements as to space, exercising and record keeping..

The intense record keeping required here and in other parts of the act make it almost a full time job keeping
up the paperwork. Wouldn't these requirements increase the need for personnel at a boarding facility,
thereby increasing my costs? Is it really necessary to keep detailed accounts of every time a water dish is
changed? Surely better use can be made of kennel personnel's time.

Section 21.23 also says that dogs of different size can not be exercised together. Currently if I have two
dogs who live together they can be placed in the same run when boarded, if these two dogs are of different
sizes this will no longer be possible. This will increase my expense as discounts are usually given if two
dogs are boarded in the same run. If my dogs live together in my home why shouldn't they be allowed to
be together when boarded? I would prefer they have the security of being together when separated from

Under the proposed regulations pets who are boarded but of different size would not even be able to play
together at the Kennel. Animals that live together in my home all the time and are comfortable together
should be able to interact together if it is necessary to board them.

Section 21.28 says food receptacles cannot be made of materials that a dog can destroy. This precludes a
kennel from using disposable paper containers to feed dogs. What could be more sanitary than containers
which are not reused? The time spent cleaning metal food dishes is time staff can't use doing other things.
The kennel where I now board uses paper for feeding boarders. I am very pleased with this.

I ask that these recommendations not be accepted and that the board seek the opinions of those who are
actively involved in breeding and caring for dogs. How many people from such backgrounds were involved
in the creation of these changes?

I urge the withdrawal of the current proposal and an open dialogue with the groups in the state that are
actively involved in the breeding and care of dogs prior to any new proposals being introduced.


